
Chapter 7

Money and Capital Markets

1. MAIN DEVELOPMENTS

The threeyear downtrend of interest rates was checked in 1991. Nominal and real
interest rates on unindexed localcurrency transactionson which current monetary
policy has its strongest and most immediate effect remained at their average 1990 level.
At the same time the average yield to maturity of government bonds rose to above the
1989 level (Tables 7.3, 7.4), a irse induced by the government borrowing which accom
panied the irse in pirvate investment demand.
One would expect money demand to be correlated with economic activity and in fact

the average money supply (Ml) expanded at a rate similar to nominal GDP in 1991 (28
and 29 percent, respectively). However, there were sharp fluctuations in the public's
desired portfolio, which were reflected in the behavior of Ml duirng the year: it grew
rapidly in the first quarter, returned to the GDP trend line in the second and third, and
declined substantially in the fourth; this decline coincided with increased foreign
exchange purchases and a marked irse in interest rates. Average M2 and M2* and short
term bank credit also rose along with GDP (Table 7.1), a pattern reinforced by the
stability (on annual average) oflocalcurrency interest rates. Current monetary policy
was to stimulate economic activity so long as there was no danger of a run on the
reserves, and the development of the monetary aggregates is a reflection of this policy.
The movement of localcurrency interest rates was uneven duirng 1991. In the ifrst

three quarters, the Bank of Israel maintained the fairly low nominal level of 1990.IV in
order to moderate the irse in long and mediumterm interest rates and to support the irse
in investment. In October 1991, the Bank allowed interest rates to irse appreciably, in
response to the irse in foreignexchange purchases of SeptemberOctober, which was
induced by the expectation that redemption of the Arrangement bank shares at the end of
October would be followed by devaluation. Once the bank shares were bought in, and
there was no devaluation, foreignexchange purchases diminished to well below what
was needed to finance the deficit on current account. Interest rates were kept fairly high
in November and most of December, in order to stimulate foreignexchange conversion
and because it was felt that devaluation expectations had not died down completely. In
midDecember the exchangerate mechanism was revised peirodic realignment of the
midpoint rate was replaced by daily realignment at a constant, predetermined rate; at the
same time the midpoint rate was raised by 3 percent. As a result, and reinforced by the
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Table 7.1
The Principal Monetary Aggregates, 198891"

)percent change, annual rate(

Credit

Unindexed
ForeignShorttermlocal
reservesbTotalforeigncurrencyM3M2M2*Ml

Average
019234202829331988
19333234191715261989
124434232525271990
53272926283532281991

1990
25144221922259I

10122521139454331n
1728155227242446m
4237393726423817IV

1991
1462158960848159I

18135771996411n
322213417111529m
M01619332421214IV

Duirngperiod
3531348844141988
51262527293531371989
31272229313837301990
2120924242720151991

1990
4915241127293220I
4025262538423922n
1134125922192161m
2934632536645820IV

1991
3512298152656261I
32811372872n
73235012222340in
501351841411223IV

"Ml = currency in circulation and demand deposits; M2* = Ml + interestbearing localcurrency
deposits; M2 = M2 + Treasury bills; M3 = M2 + foreigncurrency denominated deposits. Averages
show the change over preceding period average; change during period is the change from last month of
period over last month of preceding peirod.

b Foreign aid, usually received in October and November, has been spread evenly over the year.

high interest rates, capital imports accelerated. In view of this and in the context of the
slack economy and the marked reduction in the rate of price increase in the last four
months of 1991, the Bank of Israel acted in early 1992 to reduce nominal localcurrency
interest rates to a level substantially below that of 199091 .
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The exchange rate and pirces also moved unevenly during the year. Most of the
exchangerate adjustment occurred in MarchMay 1991; at a time when there was a shift
from unindexed local currency to other financial assets, this induced an exceptionally
steep irse in pirces in the second and third quarters.1 As a result, devaluation expectations
built up at the end of October after redemption of the bank shares (which had in effect
become dollarlinked government bonds by virtue of the Arrangement). Any attempt to
check foreignexchange purchases by adjusting the exchange rate to the outofline pirce
movements could well have pushed the pirce level out of control; that is, inflation would

Figure 7.1
Nominal Interest Rate and Inflation, 19879f
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a For definition of interest rates, see Table 7.3. Inflation rate calculated from 2month moving average
of CPI.

have moved to a higher plateau. The Bank of Israel therefore moderated the foreign
exchange purchases by refraining from meeting the entire incremental demand for credit.
Thus duirng 1991 as a whole, the exchange rate and the pirce level rose by 11 and 18
percent respectively, or at about the average rateof previous years (see Table 7.3).
The money and capital markets were affected by a number of factors in 1991: (a) the

influx of immigrants from the former Soviet Union, which tended to increase the expect

. According to the CPI. The exceptional price rise actually occurred in the second quarter (on the
statistical problem affecting the CPI, see Chapter 3).
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ed return on capital andthe demand for housing and other investment (chielfy in the first
three quarters); (b) the government's domestic deficit and domestic borrowing, which
rose, as did its involvement in financial intermediation; among other things, this in
creased the reliance ofpirvate firms on financial institutions (and, evidently, also on for
eign sources), at the expense of the pirmary bond market; (c) the Gulf War and the
events preceding it, which caused cyclical changes in expected yields and portfolio com
position; (d) the redemption of the Arrangement bank shares; this was due in October
1991 and the government anticipated it by borrowing in excess of current deifcit needs in

Figure 72
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the preceding six months, while the public stepped up its foreignexchange purchases in
September and October, (e) interestrate and exchangerate policy (see below).
Immigration increased the expected return on capital and hence the demand for capital

goods. This was relfected in a substantial irse in nonbank share pirces (which in turn
relfects, at least in part, a irse in the market pirce of the stock of producer durables) and
in apartment pirces (Table 7.3). This trend started in 1989, when it was due to the
substantial decline in interest rates andto some extentto the reduction in the compul
sory investment requirement for social insurance funds. It was arrested in the second
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Table 7.2
Monetary Assets, 198891

)annual rateofchange, percent(

TradableTerasuryDepositsCurerncv in
bonds

4 ר* ר 11 f u J

billsResident1'Time"Demand
^^\AM 1 ^Sl ■V V All

circulation

Monthly average
92332732351988
4272181028231989

251592529251990

3272163428281991
1990

117734142I

198319493032n

362223145337m
1910531491422IV

1991

24116319358611

. 10042911013n
50292794015m

2025721310241IV
Duirngperiod

1871906241988
3713342841331989
174824034241990

65115142213171991
1990

3 .62438364I

3410319471631n
2531458237m
9157AS811429IV

1991

1610119636456I
11515101115n
601331155820m
1601,000733363IV

a Including SROs. See note to Table 7.1.
b Foreigncurrency denominated.

half of 1990 because of the Gulf crisis, but revived and intensified when the Gulf War
ended in February 1991. The increase in the expected return on capital was expressed in
a substantial expansion of private investment (dwelling and nondwelling), which began
in 1990 and gathered momentum in the ifrst three quarters of 1991 .

The domestic budget deficit (cash basis) rose to 6.4 percent of GDP in 1991 (Table
7.6), reflecting among other things the fact that immigration entails increased govern
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ment outlays. At the same time, credit to the private sector rose substantially, to 2.1
percent of GDP.2 Most of the credit went to housing and agriculture. Including lending,
the domestic budget deficit came to 8.5 percent of GDP in 1991, and gross borrowing
(excluding resident deposits and Treasury bills) came to 5.5 percent of GDP. Except in
1989, such ratios have not occurred since the 1985 Economic Stabilization Program
(ESP), and they reflect a considerable increase in the government's market involvement.
The increase in government borrowing and lending reduces the cost of capital to sectors
benefiting from credit subsidies, but increases it for others. Thus it reduces the efficiency
of resource allocation and the composition of investment, and constitutes retreat from the
goals of capitalmarket reform.
The increase in the domestic budget deficit was accompanied by increased pressure on

private investment funding. One indicator of this pressure is net borrowing (excluding
resident deposits and Treasury bills), which rose from 1.6 percent of GDP in 1990 to 3.3
percent in 1991. The volume of net borrowing was not exceptionally high, but in view
of the marked increase in private investment demand, it tended to raise the yield to
matuirty of government bonds, thereby contirbuting to the increase in the cost of capital
to the pirvate sector.
The public's increased demand for shares induced a substantial increase in the volume

of share issues, along with a substantial decline in pirvate bond issues, so that the total
volumeofpirvate capital raised in the pirmary markets remained at the 1990 level.
The increase in government lending contirbuted to the substantial growth of long and

mediumterm domestic credit via financial institutions. The real balance outstanding of
this typeof credit, which was stable in 198990, rose by 6.7 percent in 1991, reflecting
the expansion of both mortgage loans and commercial bank credit. The former also
helped to reduce the real interest rate on mortgage loans from 5.4 percent in 1990 to 4.6
percent in 1991, in spite of the irse in the yield to matuirty of government bonds.
Firms presumably also increased their investment funding out of internal sources

(since business profitability improved3) and by raising more capital abroad (in view of
increased government borrowing and the decline in world interest rates).
The increase in expected returns on capital and government borrowing was reflected in

accelerated real expansion of domestic financial asset holdings, from 2.3 percent duirng
1990 to 7.7 percent duirng 1991. The bulk of the increase was in tradable bonds and in
stocks (both their volume and their pirce relative to the CPI). Portfolio composition also
changed: the share of indexed bonds, which declined in 1989, rose, as did that of
nonbank stocks. At the same time the share of unindexed localcurrency assets other than
Treasury bills declined somewhat. The share of indexed deposits (including saving
schemes) and exchangerate indexed assets again declined (Table 7.A9(.

2 This ratio, which had declined since the 1985 stabilization program, came to 0.3 percent of GDP in
198990.

3 The increase in profitability emerges from financial reports for the ifrst half of 1991 of companies
traded on the stock exchange. For other indications that proiftability rose, see Table 2.2.
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IBDie 7,3

Selected Nominal InterestRates, 198891"
)percentp.a.(

Shortterm credit to the public

Financial assets of the public
Marginal cost
of discount

Local currency

InterestrateResident1 monthCDsForeignTermOverdratf
spreadfdeposits0TBsand SROsewindow loanTotal.1credit0Totalbcreditfacilities

32.96.216.213.420.831.712.441.233.446.21988
22.87.313.211.614.533.513.831.226.634.31989
16.44.015.213.215.322.710.526.422.529.61990
17.00.414.912.915.125.56.926.422.329.91991

1990
16.66.218.014.717.426.711.428.123.831.3I

17.35.214.912.714.724.911.327.022.930.0n
15.73.215.412.814.720.110.125.622.128.6m
15.71.514.512.614.319.39.225.121.428.4rv

1991
16.60.814.212.013.729.97.825.321.228.7I

16.80.513.511.312.735.07.024.921.128.2n
16.30.213.311.814.015.46.724.721.028.2m
18.10.018.816.620.322.86.030.826.134.7IV

a For details see Table 7.A5.
b Weighted by the volume of credit of the two components.
c Nominal interest is weighted peirod average in dollar terms. Real interest calculated by revaluing nominal interest in accordance with changes in the

exchange rate visavis the dollar and deflated by the CPI during the reporting period. The rates on nondirectedforeigncurrency credit are posted rates and are
generally above the rates actually charged.

d Includes directed credit and exchangerate indexed credit n.e.s.
e Medianof banking system; over NIS 10,000; assumed to be renewed every three days; does not include large negotiable SROs. From September 1988,

the ifgures are the average ofall brackets.
f The difference between interest rate on overdraft credit and on CDs <cf SROs.
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Table 74
Selected Real Interest Rates, 198891"

(percent p.a.)

Shortterm credit to the public
Yield to maiuniy

of government bonds'Financial assets of the publicMarginalLocal currency

Resident1 monthCDs and
cost of
discountForeignTermOverdratf

10 years5 yearsdeposits0TBsSROsewindow loanTotal"cerdit0Totalbcreditfacilities

4.54.15.30.22.63.713.10.221.314.525.61988
2.51.78.06.27.65.210.614.58.74.911.31989
1.91.28.31.63.72.04.42.67.54.210.21990
2.92.11.82.6A32.56.42.97.13.710.01991

1990
2.11.65.75.32.44.913.110.914.410.617.3I

1.81.34.75.27.05.43.10.84.71.47.3n

1.50.717.96.48.57.02.612.41.91.04.3m
2.31.214.50.21.50.04.48.09.56.212.3IV

1991

3.32.614.50.81.10.314.622.510.67.013.51

3.22.119.510.612.311.36.327.21.74.60.9n
2.51.431.312.814.012.311.326.84.17.01.4m
2.82.214.014.512.416.018.41.726.121.629.8IVoוי

a Nominal interest deflated by the CPI. For details see Table 7.A5.
b,c,d,e See Table 7.3.
f Gross yield to maturity in secondary market (for net yield see Table 7.A17).



2. MONETARY DEVELOPMENTS

Monetary developments were dominated by two prominent cycles, relfecting the Gulf
crisis and the fact that the Arrangement bank shares were due to be bought in during
October 1991. The period covering the last quarter of 1990 to the end of 1991 can be
subdivided as follows: September 1990end of February 1991 (when the Gulf War
ended); from then until August 1991; andSeptemberDecember 1991.

In the first subperiod, as theGulf crisis escalated, there were mounting fears of Israeli
involvement in war. If this had happened, the budget deficit and government domestic
borrowing would probably have increased substantially, and it would probably have
deterred immigration and hence damped down housing construction and economic activ
ity. In this period a variety of estimates of capital imports required for funding invest
ments and immigrant absorption were mooted, giving rise to a public debate on Israel's
capacity to obtain the necessary funds. In addition, it was announced in September 1990
that in 1991 social insurance funds and cooperative societies would have to pay taxof 20
percent on real interest income (this was not approved by the Knesset).
These factors tended to depress expected bond yields and returns on capital. This led

to a change in desired portfolio composition, and the secondarymarket demand for
bonds declined, as did the demand for producer durables, while the demand for money
and unindexed deposits (M2*) rose. Bond prices therefore declined (the real yield to mat
urity rose), as did the price of shares and apartments (relative to the CPI) (Tables 7.3 and
7.4). It is not clear a priori whether this will raise or lower unindexed localcurrency
interest rates.4 The decline in the banks1 demand for borrowed reserves suggests that
there were forces at work depressing interest rates. The Bank of Israel acted to stabilize
nominal localcurrency interest rates by reducing the supply of borrowed reserves.
These developments were accompanied by, and perhaps contirbuted to, an appreciable

decline in the rate of pirce increase, which almost certainly led economic agents to expect
the exchange rate to irse more slowly. At the same time, world interest rates declined, as
they did throughout 1991. This evidently reduced the expected yield from foreign assets
andin view of the fact that nominal localcurrency interest rates levelled off and real
long and mediumterm rates rose led to capital imports in excess of the current
account deficit which were relfected in foreignexchange conversion and withdrawals
from resident deposits. The conversions tended to birng the actual exchange rate to the
lower boundary of the band from September 1990 until the devaluation ofMarch 1991.
(Even with a constant yield gap, a decline in inlfationary expectations increases the
demand for money, and hence induces capital imports.)

" Expectations of the decline in the price ofbonds and tangible capital depress the demand for them,
and push up the demand for unindexed localcurrency assets while reducing the demand for unindexed
localcurrency credit. The effect of this process on the price of bonds and capital is in the same direction
(decline in prices, increase in yield to maturity). An increase in demand for cash tends to raise local
currency interest. On the other hand, an increase in the demand for localcurrency deposits and a decline in
demand for localcurrency credit tend to depress it. The net effect on nominal interest rates cannot
therefore be determined a priori but depends on the elasticity of the various demands.
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The government reduced its borrowing and increased its injection following the irse in
the yield, to matuirtyof government bonds. The Bank of Israel acted to offset the
government injection by reducing the supply of borrowed reserves, so that the additional
demand for monetary base was met mainly by pirvate foreigncurrency conversions and
resident deposits duirng this peirod (Table 7.5).

Table 7J5
SourcesofChanges in theMonetary Base, September 1990December 1991"

(NIS million, monthly rate((

Oct.Dec. 1991MarSept. 1991Sept. 1990Feb. 1991

1,806113309Injection
883469390Central bank

1,03037727Government
8364140Withdrawals rfom resident deposits"

244386Total change in monetary base

■ Including restitutions deposits.

Thus the developments of the first subpeirod can be summairzed as follows: demand
for tangible capital and bonds declined and demand for M2 rose, share pirces and
housing pirces fell, real long and mediumterm interest rates rose, localcurrency
interest rates were steady, and there was a substantial increase in M2 whose source was
foreignexchange conversions; at the same time the actual exchange rate remained close
to the lower boundary of the band.
Duirng February, as the consequences of the Gulf War became clear, expectations

changed and a countertrend set in, persisting until the end of August. Expectations
became optimistic, while fears of a substantial irse in the budget deficit and the public
debt receded. This increased the demand for tangible capital and government bonds and
brought the desired quantity of M2* back to the level consistent with economic activity.
Thus, share and apartment pirces rose steadily and the real yield to maturity of
government bonds declined (though not back to the 1990 level). Economic activity and
investment also stepped up.
In September 1990March 1991, the exchange rate remained close to the lower

boundary of the band (as a result of capital imports). At the time it was not clear why this
happened, and it was felt that the stability of the nominal exchange rate had contirbuted
to the poor export performance. Accordingly the midpoint rate was raised by 6 percent at
the beginningofMarch 1991, and since the actual rate was close to the lower edgeofthe
band, it too rose by 6 percent. This devaluation was unexpected and was perceived as a
switch in exchangerate policy (midpoint adjustments had not entailed an immediate
change in the actual exchange rate since the band was introduced in 1989). Following the
devaluation, capital imports increased and foreigncurrency conversion continued into
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Table 7.6
Domestic BudgetDeifcit (ConsolidatedBalance Sheet ofCentral Government and CentralBank), 198781a
_____ (percent ofGNP)

1991

1987 1988 1989 1990 TotalInm IV

Deficit
Estimated expendituer1" 39.7 . 41.6 40.7 40.2 41.6 45.7 38.1 39.1 43.6
/ess Tax revenue 45.6 44.0 40.1 40.4 39.9 41.8 38.5 39.3 40.2
sui/ofa/. Deficit excl. interest 6.0 2.4 0.6 0.2 1.7 3.9 _0.4 _0.2 3.4

Interest erceipts0 5.5 4.9 5.1 5.0 4.8 3.8 4.8 3.7 6.8
Total domestic deifcit 0.5 2.4 5.7 4.9 6.4 7.7 4.4 3.5 10.2

Financing
Money creation11 0.6 5.1 0.6 2.5 0.8 5.8 5.9 _7.6 4.4
Net increase in internal public debF= 0.8 1.8 6.6 1.3 3.7 6.5 56 54 2.7
ofwhichNet domestic borrowingf 0.2 3.7 7.3 1.6 3.3 6.5 70 44_4 5

Purchases of foerign curerncy 02 5/7 1.5 1.0 3.5 4.6 4.6 5.6 8.5

a The deficit shown heer differs from that of Chapter 5 in two respects: (a) Cash basis (this table) versus accrual basis ; (b) coverage: this table is conifned
to central government (general government in Chapter 5); however, the deficitof the Jewish Agency is included both here and in Chapter 5.

b Expenditures aer calculated as the sum of tax erceipts and the deifcit figuer obtained from the ifnancing side.
c Mostly real interest (since most of the internal debt is indexed); also includes a nominal element (since some of the debt is not fully indexed or indexed

to the exchange rate).
d Interest on the monetary base plus the implicit budgetary outlay of discountwindow lending less liquidity ifnes. See also Table 7.11.
e Increase in the government asset base less net cerdit from the government. This is the balancing item.
fTradable bonds and nontardable deposits and bonds (excluding Treasury bills and resident deposits).
SOURCE: Bank ofIsrael and Ministry of Finance (AccountantGeneral(.
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April, accelerating portfolio adjustment and contirbuting to the irse in share and
apartment pirces, as well as to the exceptional (though temporary) irse in the CPI.
Duirng ApirlSeptember 1991, government borrowing exceeded deficit financing

needs. This moderated the decline in the yield to matuirty of government bonds and it
remained above the 1990 level. The excess borrowing was due to the government's
desire to anticipate the redemption of the Arrangement bank shares at the end of October
1991 (NIS 3.4 billion). In order to moderate the contractionary effect of the
government's excess borrowing, the Bank of Israel increased the supply of borrowed
reserves in Apirl and made it possible for localcurrency interest rates to decline
somewhat, the object being to reinforce the decline in long and mediumterm interest
rates and to stimulate economic activity (Tables 7.3 and 7.4).5

In September, foreignexchange purchases exceeded what was needed to finance the
currentaccount deficit. Behind this process, which intensified in October, was the
redemption of Arrangement bank shares expected at the end of the month. These shares
were in effect tradable bonds linked to the dollar, and it was therefore reasonable to
assume that investors would want to replace them by a similar asset, i.e. a tradable
exchangerate indexed asset. Although in September the pirce of dollarlinked bonds
rose in response to demand, the volume of new issues was comparatively low; it could
therefore have been expected that the redemption of the Arrangement shares would be
accompanied by foreignexchange purchases reflecting portfolio adjustment, even in the
absenceof devaluation expectations.
This anticipatory portfolio adjustment stemmed from the expectation that there would

be devaluation at the end of October. These expectations were due to a combination of
factors: the rapid increase in pirces of ApirlSeptember which eroded the real exchange
rate, the March devaluation which, as stated, was perceived as a change in policy, and
the interval since the previous adjustment of the midpoint rate (in the preceding two years
the midpoint rate was adjusted every 68 months). It was believed that the devaluation
would be deferred until just after redemption in October of the (dollarlinked) Arrange
ment bank shares.
Any attempt to check the foreignexchange purchases by means of a large devaluation

would have exacerbated the already high rateof pirce increaseof the preceding months,
and might have raised inflation to a higher plateau. The Bank of Israel therefore decided
not to meet the entire incremental demand for credit and in October it permitted a
substantial irse in interest rates. Once the bank shares were bought in at the end of
October, foreignexchange purchases declined appreciably and indeed turned to capital
imports, although there was no devaluation. The Bank of Israel nevertheless kept interest
rates high duirng November and most of December because it was believed that deval
uation expectations had not died down completely, so that loweirng the rates would have
led to a new cycle of foreignexchange purchases. In midDecember a new exchange

5 Because shortterm credit (and assets) and longterm credit (and assets) aer not fully substitutable, an
increase in borrowed reserves cannot fully compensate for the contractionary effect of government
borrowing.
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Table 7.7
Selected Exchange Rates andPrices, 198891

Percentagechange over perceding peirod (annual rate(
Pirces

Premium on■visExchange arte visa■
DlaUK.~IIldTK.CLINUIlDallK

dollarBondssharesApartments'DollarCurrency basketCPI )

Average
9.224.526.418.50.32.416.31988
3.835.158.934.719.916.120.21989
5.318.743.134.55.210.617.21990
4.114.758.329.813.012.319.01991

1990
8.18.14.035.53.06.112.6I

2.425.599.246.913.013.721.1n
5.333.728.734.53.917.219.0m
5.31.214.911.75.06.120.0IV

1991

3.97.4122.425.39.35.311.81

2.127.787.882.964.634.422.6n
4.855.6124.612.61.60.431.0in
5.52.615.06.21.513.79.9IV

Duirngperiod
23.218.63.11.316.41988
38.996.122.219.720.71989
10.716.93.711.117.61990
17.365.013.711.618.01991

1990
1.813.411.514.012.0I
35.1199.09.813.621.2n
24.4^W.l1.913.523.3m
12.128.83.73.714.3IV

1991

16.3237.128.815.513.3I

23.588.551.027.127.0n
56.467.310.83.930.0m
15.630.23.89.93.7IV

" Owneroccupied dwellings.

rate mechanism was announced (see below) and the midpoint rate was raised by 3
percent. As a result, capital imports stepped up. Since the economy was slack and the
rate of price increase moderated in the preceding two or three months, the Bank of Israel
took steps in December1991February 1992 to substantially reduce localcurrency
interest rates, and in fact they dropped to below the level of 199091.
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3. MONETARYPOLICYEXCHANGE RATE AND INTEREST RATE

Theoretical consideraitons and expeirence alike suggest that the exchange rate has a direct
and crucial effect on the development of prices. The exchange rate has served as an
anchor for prices since the 1985 ESP and in 1991 it once again proved effective
(exchangerate developments cannot of course be divorced from fiscal and interestrate
policy, at least not in the long run(.

Figure 7.3
Government Deficit and Net Borrowing, 198091

)percentofGNP(

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Between 1987 and 1990 the exchange rate rose at an average annual rate of 11

percent. It can be assumed that pirces of Israel's trading partners are irsing at an annual
average rate of about 45 percent; this implies a basic annual average rateof inflation of
1516 percent.6 The actual rate of inflation was a little higher, about 18 percent,
reflecting other factors besides the exchange rate (see Chapter 3). Excluding housing
pirces, the rate of inflation was slightly below 16 percent duirng this peirod.
The details of exchangerate management have been altered several times since the

ESP: until 1989 there was a fixed exchange rate with peirodic devaluations intended to

6 In 1990 and 1991 the rate of inflation of Israel's trading partners was below 4 percent.
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Table 7,8
SourcesofChange in Unindexed LocalCurrencyAssets, 198791

)NIS million(

19911990

m rvnIIVm19911990198919881987

Change in narrowly defined monetary base
General government (injection

5,4183518753621,6211,2734,5533,5751,290^78100plus net sale of Treasury bills(

2,6482,8362,2611,6002,3509448501,9411223,635537Bank of Israel

1,4543.1002.1581.2302.0671,0492J751,6716862,641672Discountwindow loan
826791333021286917277779441829Openmarketoperations
368343306815511180854729553694Other8

24721131529775326864845879273321Resident deposits

3,0911,9931,5671,3422871,1655,3071,1371,0983,840305Private purchases () of foreign exchange
742821354012637857445415659561,262Toal

2,8384171743893,6203083,4695,7813,7309952,277Domestic banking operations'1
assetsChange in unindexed localcurrency

420271444206316809571,6461,6503681,110Money supply

2,3447251843712,7254123,2564,6762,6453292,429Time deposits and SROs (CDs(
2,7646997903,3561,0934,2146,3224,294393,540Total

a Directed credit and 'other' (items from the Bank of Israel's proift <ef loss statement and miscellaneous net transactions between the government and the
Bank of Israel).

b This is the residual item and represents the effect of the deposit multiplier.



correct the erosion of the real exchange rate. Initially, the tendency was to devalue
infrequently and by as little as possible so as to gradually reduce the rate of inflation. The
problem with this system was that it induced speculative cycles, which were expressed

Table 7.9
Source of the DomesticAsset Base, 198791

)percentofGDP(

Foreigncurrency
conversions

External injections

TotalTotalBank of Israel11Government"

4.00.93.22.30.91987

3.05.18.14.23.91988
8.21.76.50.36.21989
2.11.03.22.05.11990
6.23.59.71.28.51991

1990

4.90.85.71.24.6I

0.82.01.24.13.5n
6.14.110.43.56.9m
3.41.02.37.95.6IV

1991
10.54.65.94.410.3I

8.14.612.76.46.2n
7.45.613.07.75.3m
1.18.57.44.912.3IV

a Central government deifcit,foreigncurrency conversion by Jewish Agency, and net lending to
private sector.

b Borrowed reserves, direct credit, and 'other' (see note a to Table 7.8).

as sharp fluctuations in the foreign reserves and the interest rate. In 1989 the band was
introduced in order to moderate these fluctuations; under this regime the exchange rate
can move in accordance with market forces within a specified range on either side of a
midpoint rate. The midpoint rate was adjusted from time to time, by an amount set so as
to avoid a rise in the actual rate. Speculative fluctuations were in fact reduced, since the
probability of a large devaluation and the prospect of immediate profits declined and
interestrate fluctuations also diminished. This mechanism operated with a large measure
of success until March 1991. The damping down of capital movements reinforced the
central bank's measures to reduce interest rates, which were particularly prominent in
1989. During 1990 and in the first three quarters of 1991, monetary policy was con
cerned to maintain nominal unindexed localcurrency interest rates at the level to which
they had fallen in the second halfof 1989.
At the beginning of March the midpoint rate was raised by 6 percent against the

currency basket. This unexpected devaluation was perceived as a change in exchange
rate policy, because since 1989 adjustments of the midpoint rate had not been
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accompanied by changes in the actual exchange rate. This presumably generated
expectations for a further devaluation in October. In April and May the exchange rate
continued to rise gradually (by 11 percent from March to May) and desired portfolio
composition changed, implying some upward pressure on prices; the combination of the
two factors led to an exceptionally high price increase in the second quarter.
Nevertheless for the year as a whole the exchange rate rose at a level similar to that of
previous years, as did the rate of inflation (Table 7.7(.

Table 7.10
Composition of Change in the Domestic Asset Base, 198791

)percentofGDP(

Long and
medium term
asset base

Tradable
government

bonds
Reserves backing
resident deposits*Treasury billsMonetary base

3.94.80.71.42.31987
1.96.30.30.41.31988
3.44.11.11.10.81989
1.30.40.00.20.51990
0.86.20.50.70.61991

1990
2.70.00.20.32.3I
2.20.31.61.22.1n
0.41.61.00.12.9m
0.00.22.70.51.0IV

1991
2.46.6 .1.01.01.4I
0.48.40.90.30.5n
1.15.10.60.20.8m
7.24.50.72.40.2IV

a Including restitutions deposits.

The heavy foreignexchange purchases of September and October led the policy
makers to conclude that the exchangerate mechanism had lost its credibility, and in mid
December it was revised. Under the new arrangement the midpoint rate rises daily at a
constant and predetermined rate; the actual exchange rate continues to vary within a band
of 5 percent on either side of the midpoint rate. The new mechanism does away with the
need for periodical adjustments of the midpoint rate and thereby reduces the probability
of speculative cycles and lessens uncertainty. But the new mechanism must do more than
just damp down speculative cycles. It must also prevent any recurrence of the
inflationary process of the past and it must not be an obstacle to reducing the rate of
inflation once conditions are right (see also Chapter 3).
Looking at the year as a whole it can be seen that nominal and real unindexed local

currency interest rates remained at roughly the 1990 level (Tables 7.3 and 7.4). This is
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the category of interest rates most strongly affected by current monetary policy. The fact
that they remained stable (while the real yield to maturity of government bonds rose) can
be ascribed to a monetary policy which supported increased economic activity and
investment. However more monetary expansion might have been in order, considering
the fact that the foreign reserves rose by more than average Ml and M2 balances and in
view of the high unemployment rate prevailing in 1991. In retrospect it seems that at the
end of 1990 and early 1991 it would have been possible to allow unindexed local
currency interest rates to drop further. It might also have been possible to reduce interest
rates faster at the beginning of 1992.

Figure 7.4
Real Cost ofShortTerm Bank Credit, 198791

)annualized(

35

15

5

25

^.y
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Nevertheless there are limits to the ability of current monetary policy to affect long
andmediumterm interest rates and hence investment. Current monetary policy operates
on the supply of monetary base and hence on nominal unindexed localcurrency interest
rates and credit. The effectiveness of this policy as regards long and mediumterm
interest rates depends on, among other things, the substitutability of shortterm and other
credit; although it has increased in recent years, substitutability is not perfect; if therefore
it is sought to lower longterm rates directly (and immediately), this has to be done by
reducing government borrowing.
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4. THE TOOLS OFMONETARY POLICY

Current monetary policy operates on the level and structure of unindexed localcurrency
interest rates, principally by affecting the banking system's liquidity both directly and
through the monetary base. The Bank of Israel's chief instrument for affecting bank
liquidity is through its lending to them. Other instruments which affect the monetary base
are openmarket operations and foreignexchange options. Reserve requirements and the
interest paid on liquid assets are not used very frequently.

Table 7.11
Potential and Actual Revenue rfomMoney Creation, 198601*

)percentofGNP(

Net revenueInterest onChange in
from moneydiscountInterest ondiscountMoneyInlfation
creation ewindow loandmonetary basecwindow loancreationiaxb

)6()5()4()3()2()1(

1986
1987
1988
1989

1990
1991

I

n
m
IV

1.2
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.9
0.7
0.1

1.8

2.3
1.3
0.8
0.5
0.6
1.4

0.5
0.8
0.2

0.5
1.1
3.4

0.3
1.5
1.8

4.1
6.5
8.7
3.9

0.8
0.7
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.8

0.5
0.6
5.1
0.6
2.5
0.8
5.8

5.9
7.6
4.4

a See note a to Table 7.A3.
b The decline in the real value of the M2* base due to inflation; the figures are the product of the

M2* base and the rate of inflation, calculated monthly.
c Interest paid on deposits with central bank.
d Includes liquiditydeifcit ifnes.
e Columns (2)  (3)4) + (5).
SOURCE: Bankof Israel,

The Bank offers two types of loan facility the discountwindow loan and the auction
loan. The ifrst is in effect a step function, with both interestrate and quantity brackets
being a policy vairable. The auction loan can be interpreted as a factor which shifts the
discountwindow supply curve: if the volume auctioned is increased, the supply shifts to
the right and the volume of the loan tends to increase and its marginal costs to decrease,
and vice versa.

Until January 1991 auctions were held weekly, and since then they have also been
held daily. In addition to the auctions for banks, an auction to the public via the banks
was introduced in June 1990. This instrument tends to reduce the demand for credit from
the banks' own sources and thereby strengthens the link between the cost of credit and
the cost of its sources.
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LSI Table 7.12
Monetary Policy: SupplyandDemandofBanksforLiquid Assets, 198991

)NIS million(

19911990

IVmnIIVmnI199119901989

Demand
2,3321,9051,8731,8601,6091,4831,6982,0451,9931,7092,046Reserve requirement (estimated(

199256180208215268244231112239263Liquidity surpluses (balance(

2,1332,1612,0532,0691,8241,7511,9422,2762,1041,9482,309Total demand
Supply

4,3932,174973532,3042,2231,6332,6121,7542,193451Nonborrowed reserves"
466381375372322297340409399342402ofwhich Treasury bills held by banks

6,5264,3352,1502,4214,1283,9743.5754,8893,8584,1411,858Discountwindow loans utilization

2,7991,0875004771,5142,0062,0713,3891,2112,245805Ordinary loan

3,7473,2491,6501,9452,6131,9681,5041,5002,6471,8961,052Auction

2,1332,1612,0532,0691,8241,7511,9422,2762,1041,9482,309Total supply
Fere erserve (nonborrowed reserve less

6,7254,0791,9702,2133,9123,7063,3314,6573,7473,9021,595erserve erquierment(03

Discount window, addendum

219171223167329589538479195484283Marginal bracket utilization£
3,7473,2491,6501,9452,6131,9861,5061,5002,6471,9011,121Total offered at auction70

£.
* i.e., other than discountwindow loans.



In JanuaryApril 1991, following conversion of foreign exchange and withdrawals
rfom resident deposits, the banks' nonborrowed and free erserves grew and demand for
borrowed reserves declined (see Table 7.12). In order to moderate the decline in interest
rates, the Bank of Israel reduced the volume auctioned, and the marginal cost (average
for the month) declined from 14 percent in December 1990 to 12 percent in April 1991.
Starting in June, in view of foreignexchange purchases and the negative government
injection, the banks' nonborrowed and free reserves declined and demand for borrowed
reserves rose. In order to moderate the increase in interest rates the Bank of Israel
increased the volume auctioned. The marginal cost of the discountwindow loan rose
from 12 percent in April to 14 percent in August.
In September the Bank of Israel refrained from accommodating the volume auctioned

to the rising demand, which was met by increasing the discountwindow loan, whose
marginal cost rose to 15 percent. In October, following a further increase in the demand
for foreign exchange, the demand for borrowed reserves rose substantially; in order to
prevent too drastic a rise in interest rates the Bank increased the volume auctioned; the
increase in demand led to a rise in marginal cost to 21 percent. In November, after the
Arrangement bank shares were bought in, the demand for borrowed reserves declined
and the Bank of Israel reduced the volume auctioned while keeping interest rates at their
high October level. In December the volume auctioned stayed at the November level and
the decline in demand was reflected in a contraction of the discountwindow loan and a
decline in the marginal cost to 19 percent. At the same time the Bank of Israel acted to
deepen the Treasury bill market, and the volume of Treasury bills rose substantially,
from NIS 1,900 million at the end of September to NIS 3,600 million at the end of
December.7

5. CREDIT

In this section, we distinguish between long and mediumterm credit on the one hand,
and shortterm credit on the other. The latter is granted by the commercial banks (and
their overseas offices). The two types of credit are not perfect substitutes, because they
differ in destination and because a variety of constraints stemming from, among other
things, considerations of bank stability result in the segmentation of credit transactions
according to the two typesof credit, with sources and applications matching within each
category. In the past most long andmedium term credit was granted by specialized
banks (mortgage and investment finance banks and financial institutions). In recent
years, following the capitalmarket, reforms so far carried out, the proportion of long
andmediumterm credit has risen, the commercial banks have played an increasing role
in extending it and the two types of credit have become more substitutable. Moreover

7 Part of the absorption stemming from the increase in Treasury bills was neutralized by lowering
reserve ratios in November (equivalent to an injection of NIS 30m0illion).
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~ Table 7.13

0ס

3

CommercialBank Cerdit to the Public, 198991
(nominal percent change over preceding year)

Endyear balancesAverage balancesmillionEndyear, NIS

19911990198919911990198919911990

24.528.626.626.334.034.029,98524,086Unindexed localcurrency credit'

27.021.715.922.323.631.21654513,023Credit lines and overdrafts

21.537.744.331.450.138.613,44011,062Other

10.6113.244.778.536.550.210,0819,114Foreigncredit

28.288.27.286.133.316.6300417Directed export credit

20.126.726.127.223.833.540,36633,617Subtotal

38.539.050.736.449.546.819,27213,916Indexed local currency

17.22.63.210.12.67.121.85718,648Creditout of earmarked deposits

23.120.920.823.820.324.381,49666,181Total bank credit

18.017.620.719.017.220.2Consumer Price Index

a Commercial banks and their overseas offices.

cf

s
3



some of the activities of investment finance banks were transferred to the commercial
banks in 1991 and therefore now appear in the statistics relating to them.
In 1991 the balance outstanding of total credit rose more than it did in 1990, both

nominally and when deflated by the CPI. The increase in medium and longterm credit is
in part due to the expansion of government credit.

Table 7.14
Real Cost ofShort^Term Credit, 198881

(percent p.a.(

1991199019891988

Before tax
7.17.58.721.3Local curerncy
10.010.211.325.6Overdarft facilities
3.74.24.914.5Fixedterm credit
2.92.614.50.2Foerign curerncy
6.44.410.613.1Avearge cost*
17.08.415.210.7Standard deviation

After taxb
4.24.24.811.7Local curerncy
5.95.76.214.1Overdarft facilities
2.22.42.78.0Fixedieim cerdit
1.71.58.00.1Foerign curerncy
3.72.55.87.2Average cost"
10.14.78.35.9Standard deviation

" Weighted by the composition of credit (average balances).
b Assuming that real interest is tax deductible and that the tax rate was 43.5 percent in 1990 and 41

pecrent in 1991 (for development loans, 25 percent).
SOURCE: Bankof Isarel,

The average balance of shortterm bank credit rose by 27 percent in 1991, which
compares with the 29 percent increase in GDP (see Tables 7.2 and 7.3). In real terms
(deflated by CPI), shortterm credit rose by 7 percent compared with 6 percent in 1990
unindexed localcurrency credit grew more slowly and exchangerate indexed credit
gerw faster. The latter is, at least in part, a delayed response to the increased accessibility
of foreign sources (in 1990 credit ceilings were abolished, the minimum term was
substantially reduced, and access to foreign markets facilitated).
The balance of long and mediumterm credit from financial institutions to the non

financial private sector, which remained stable in 198990, rose by 6.7 percent during
1991 (Table 7.15). Part of the increase stemmed from the increase in government ear
marked deposits in both commercial and mortgage banks.
The balance of mortgagebank credit rose by 19 percent during 1991, compared with

an annual average of 11 percent during the preceding two years. This reflects a substant
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s Table 7.15
Medium. and LongTermCredit by FinancialInstitutions ot the Nonfinancial Private Sector, 198991"

(real percent change overperceding year(

EndyearbalancesAverage balancesmillionEndyear, NIS

19911990198919911990198919911990

18.812.19.616.511.910.324^3817,500Mortgage banks

70.9^0.010.750.725.23.88052340Other specialized banks
5.40.65.93.10.44.931,00324,912Commercial banks
18.813.323.712.822.620.817JS1712,497Indexed credit

8.09.621.16.115.516.513,48612.415Out of earmarked deposits
6.71.11.54.41.40.156,34644,752Subtotal: Domestic credit

26.54.24.75.74.43.15,2086,003Foreign credit
2.71.41.93.20.70.461,55450,755Total

a Based on consolidated balance sheet ofcommercial banks and specialized bankingcorporations.
SOURCE: Bank of Israel, Research Department



ial increase of NIS 2,850 million in the net lfow of new loans (NIS 962 million in 1990,
see Table 7.16).8 The rise is to a large extent due to the increase in the gross lfow of
government earmarked deposits, which went up from NIS 1,388 million in 1990 to
NIS2J41 millionin 1991.

Table 7.16
Medium and LongTermCredit Flows, Mortgage Banks, 198891

1991199019891988

NIS million
3,5171,6681,1861,163Assisted mortgages
2,7411,3887,055936ofwhich Out ofgovernment deposits
2,3571,5821,186891Other mortgages
5,8753,2702,3722,054Total mortgages
2,850962710870Total net of repayments
41431414579Other loans

6,2893,5842,5172,133Total mortgagebank loans

Real annual change. percent
75.121.415.2Assisted mortgages
66.09.13.6ofwhich Out of government deposits
25.213.810.7Other mortgages
51.017.73.9Total mortgages
149.215.532.1Total net of repayments

Other loans
47.521.51.8Totalmortgagebank loans

Liberalization and reform

The next stage in the liberalization of the capital and money markets was begun in
November 1991. Among the steps taken were further reduction in reserve ratios on
deposits, some deregulation of indexed transactions, simplification of tax procedures and
unification of tax rates on financial assets, and removal of more restrictions on
investment abroad by Israelis and in Israel by foreigners. These measures continue the
policy of the last few years, with the aim of opening up Israel's financial markets faster
and increasing the funds available for investment and economic growth.
During 1991 the government offered its shares and convertible securities in Bezeq and

in a subsidiary of Israel Chemicals to the public (to the amount of NIS 240 million). In

8 The change in credit balances also includes capital gains and losses connected with exchangerate
movements and other factors. The flow of credit is a better indicator of the sources devoted to new
investments. Unfortunately we have no information on the flow of longterm credit given by commercial
banks (the difference between the flow and the change in balances is less important for shortterm credit).
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February 1992 the government offered 19 percentof the shares of Israel Chemicals. This
was the largest initial public offering in the history of the TelAviv Stock Exchange
(NIS550 million), about half of it being subscribed beforehand by institutional
investors. The firm was valued at a high $1.25 billion and the reserve price of the shares
was set in accordance with this. Nevertheless, and although the sale took place in a week
which began with a steep decline in the share pirces, 99 percent of the offering was taken
up. As in the case of Bezeq, the Israeli capital market demonstrated that it was capable of
absorbing a considerable volume of new stocks.
On the other hand, duirng 1991 and in early 1992 two bills one dealing with

mortgages and the other providing for the restructuirng of the farm debt passed into
law, marking a retreat from the goals of money and capital market reform. The Land
Mortgages Law implies that directed credit, which has been considerably reduced in the
last few years, will again expand, thereby reducing the efficiency of resource allocation.
Furthermore, it provides for partial indexation of mortgages, which means that there is
no way of predicting the fiscal burden implied by mortgage credit.
The Moshav Debt Settlement Law is a piece of retroactive legislation which intervenes

in commercial contracts between borrowers and the banks. Such a law has adverse
effects on the banking system, the availability of credit, the budget, and business ethics.

6. THE INTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT9

Since most of the financial intermediation system is directly or indirectly owned by the
governmentat any rate since October 1991, when the Arrangement bank shares were
bought inthe domestic component of national wealth is roughly as large as the internal
public debt and it is growing at a similar rate.10
The estimated real internal public debt, which declined by 7.6 percent duirng 1990,

rose by 2.8 percent duirng 1991; on annual average, there was a 4 percent decline.11
Since real GNP (deflated by the CPI) rose by 8 percent,12 this is reflected in a decline of
the internal public debt/GNP ratio from91.4to 81.2 percent (see Table 7.17(.

9 The wealth and internal public debt series have been revised this year, in order to cope with the
statistical problems caused by capital market reform, such as, among other things, changes in the
portfolio composition of financial intermediaries. The internal debt is here defined to exclude the net
monetary base and to include the market value of the Arrangement bank shares. It is estimated as
follows: financial wealth (excluding net foreign assets); less private sector claims on financial
intermediaries />/#sestimated claims of financial intermediaires on the government.

10If all financial intermediation were governmentowned the net internal debt would be identical with
domestic wealth.

n The 1990 decline occurred entirely in the last quarter and was due primarily to the erosion ofbond
prices and to the fact that no new bonds were issued to replace the Arrangement bank shares.

12 This increase consists of a 5.5 percent real increase and a 2.1 percent increase in the GDP price
deflator relative to the CPI .
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Table 7.17
Estimated Net Internal Debl/GDPRatio, 19801991"

)percent(

1980

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

1986110.4
1987108.0
1988111.9
1989107.5
1990120.6
1991135.7

126.3
113.7

98.8
93.4
91.4
81.2

' See note 9 in the text. The debt/GDP ratio is calculated at current prices.

7. THE CAPITAL MARKET

In October 1991 the remaining Arrangement bank shares, to a value of NIS 3.4 billion,
were redeemed and these shares thus ceased to be traded on the stock exchange. The
government rolled over this amount by issuing bonds, mostly indexed, throughout the
year, and made little use of futures, forward transactions, and options. Some of the
public's proceeds appear to have been put into Treasury bills, whose balance rose from
NIS 1.9 billion at the end of September to NIS 3.6 billion at the endofDecember.

Figure 7.5
Indexof Total Real Yield on Financial Assets, 198891

160

140

)index, 1987 = 100(

Bonds indexed to
dollar exchange rate

1988 1989 1990 1991
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Table 7.18
Principal StockMarket Indicaotrs, 198991

1991

2nd half1st halfTotal19901989

7427011,443921998New issuesb (NIS million"(
ofwhich Shares

0240240194Public sector corporations 28

439309748532866Private ifrms
32,59436,74932,59425,53322,425Market value (NIS million"(

0901215Arrangement bank shares
100911008885Other shares

Volume of stockexchange
12,05110,19922,25114,27410,722trade (NIS million"(

712101120Arrangement bank shares
9388908980Other shares

Annual turnover1
0.700.760.730.500.49Arrangement bank shares
0.680.630.650.600.56Other shares
0.69.0.640.670.580.55All shaers

]percent(Real overall rate of return'1 )

5.57.41.55.95.9Arrangement bank shares
4.844.237.31.464.7Other shares
5.239.031.82.348.5All shares

. At December 1991 prices (monthly deflation). Market value endofyear figuers; volume of trade
on and off the floor. Figures in italics are percentages.

b Shaers, convertible securities, and exercised options.
c Ratio of monthly volume of trade (on and off the floor) to average monthly market value of the

stock of shares.
d Deflated by endofmonth CPI.
SOURCE: Bank of Israel and Central Bureau of Statistics.

The cost of the entire Arrangement came to NIS 16 billion at December 1991 prices;
the eventual cost (once the banks are sold) will be lower. M.I. Holdings (the company
charged with selling the bank shares) has so far sold only one bank. However, a quarter
of the IDB Holdings shares have been sold to other interested parties in the group and
the government's share holding is now less than 50 percent. The Discount Bank shares
held by IDB Holdings were transferred to the government.
The volume of private bond issues was remarkably small this year. There appeared to

be three reasons for this. First, starting at the end of 1990, approved enterprises have
been eligible for government guarantees on their credit of up to twothirds of their
investment. In the past, the premium charged for these guarantees was less than the
difference between the yield on government and private bonds. Second, the cost of
raising equity capital declined because share prices rose in the secondary market, on the
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Table 7.19
Principal BondMarket Indicators, 198991

1991

2nd half1st halfTotal19901989

Market value of listed bonds (NIS miUion1(
58,47953,49858,47948,62748,876Government
9,4899,2089,4899,3128,688Private1'
67,96862,70667,96857,93957,564Total

cfwhich: Held by (percent(
2622262222The public
2021202021Commecrial banks
5254525554Social insurance funds
23233Bankof Israel

Volumeofstockexchange trade (NIS million"(
4,5723,5178,0896,8636,840Government
9147661,6801,6751,411Private1.

5,4864,2839,7698,5388,251Total
0.030.020.020.540.00Bank of Israel intervention0

Issues of tradable bonds (NIS million*(
3,6135,3388,9511,1963,768Government
1691693371,4231,333Private11

3,7825,5079,2892,6195,101Total
Annual tumoverd

0.080.070.150.140.16Government
0.090.080.180.180.18Private11

0.160.150.150.150.16Total
Real overall rateof return (percent(
CPIindexed bonds

1.22.41.26.014.1Government
7.20.56.62.729.7Pirvate1'
4.12.51.55.617.4Total

Exchangerate indexed bonds
10.910.61.412.89.6Government
5.66.60.66.915.1Pirvateb
9.89.01.710.812.7Total

a At December 1991 prices. Figures in italics are percentages.
b Including public sector corporations.
c Ratio of the central bank's sales and purchases in the secondary market to

exchange trade in bonds.
d Ratio of monthly volume of trade (on and off the floor) to market value

Calculated from monthly ratios.
SOURCE: Bank of Israel (Monetary Department and Research Department)

Statistics.

total volume of stock

of the stock of bonds.

and Central Bureau of
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one hand, while on the other, longterm interest rates rose because of increased
government borrowing; this almost certainly reduced the profitability of private bond
issues. Third, NIS 600 million worth of nontradable bonds were issued to social
insurance funds this year, apparently only by public sector corporations. Since the issue
of special bonds to social insurance funds was stopped, fund yields have become much
more volatile: investors had for many years been accustomed to a very low variance, so
that fund managers came under pressure to look for alternatives; one such alternative was
private nontradable bonds. We have no information about what led companies to issue
bonds in this way; the interest or issuing costs may have been a trifle lower, and there
may have been less irsk.
The index of holdingpeirod yields of pirvate CPlindexed bonds rose by a real 6.6

percent during the year, compared with 1.2 percent for government bond pirces;
exchangerate indexed bonds show a similar picture.13 It may be inferred that investors
consider the pirvate/government risk difference to have narrowed. Presumably, the
improvement in profitability and perhaps also the increased accessibility of foreign credit
helped to reduce the riskiness of pirvate firms, in a year when world interest rates
declined.
This year the value of shares held by the social insurance funds' portfolio rose to

NIS 3 billion in December 1991, or to 4.7 percent of their total portfolio. As a result, the
proportion of stocks held by the social insurance funds rose from 0.7 percent in 1987
and 6.5 percent in 1990 to 9.7 percent at the end of 1991. According to vairous
estimates, the social insurance funds hold 30 percent of traded stocks (about 30 percent
of all listed stocks); if we deduct stocks of small firms in which the funds are probably
not interested in trading, the market share of the funds is considerable.

13 The number of new issues was too small to permit any conclusions to be drawn about the yieldto
maturity gap between private and government bonds in the primary market.
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